

This material is part of a collection that documents the harassment, discrimination, and retaliation 
perpetrated against Alaska's women research scientists by their supervisor, with full knowledge 
(and arguably, "tacit approval") of their federal employer, the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS)












Throughout this document, Ms. Contento consistently credits all male Ph.D.s with the correct title "Dr.", but (consistently) omits this title of respect every time she refers to a female Ph.D.  [Examples: Drs. Pantoja, Bechtel, Kuhl, and Ianson are men, whereas Drs. Robertson, Bower, Furman, and McHugh are women and therefore not accorded recognition as Ph.D. scientists. Dr. Winton is not




















mentioned at all, despite this being an affidavit about her EEO claim.]











Although the lack of respect shown toward the women scientists listed in this document was probably not 
                                  introduced maliciously, it should be recognized for what it is:  part of ARS's culture of disrespect that some women scientists (such as Dr.s Winton, Bower, and Robertson) encountered
                                     on an almost daily basis while working for the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS) in Alaska. 

























































Ms. Contento knew that discrimination against the women scientists was occurring, since only men (and never women) were allowed to serve as Acting Research Leader in Dr. Pantoja's absence, regardless of their rank, length of time in the unit, or probationary status. 
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The EEO complaints concern Alberto Pantoja's unlawful discriminatory practices against the women scientists that he supervised in ARS's Alaska unit. Dr. McHugh did not work in Alaska and therefore did not report to him.











unlawful activities being perpetrated by Dr. Pantoja, their messages were labeled as "gossip", (despite the ARS ethics requirement that obligated every employee, 


When ARS's women scientists disseminated information about the 








including Ms. Contento, to report all instances of illegal discrimination).
























































































































































































Alberto Pantoja and Janis Contento co-authored a location policy manual for the Subarctic Agricultural Research Unit (SARU). Ms. Contento was listed as both the primary and secondary contact person for EEO issues in the unit. 














 It is not clear why she is disavowing that knowledge in this sworn affidavit.
























Dr. Pantoja most likely was required to schedule these diversity trainings in response to (at least four) visits from the agency's conflict resolution employees, whose arrival each time was prompted by complaints of illegal discrimination against Dr. Pantoja.






















